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Permanent Link to Parkinson questions long delay resolving Ligado issue
2021/03/24
Tells Space Advisory group spectrum issues a concern for all Speaking to a gathering
of space industry leaders, Dr. Brad Parkinson, the original chief architect for
establishment of the Global Positioning System, outlined the threats to GPS signals
posed by a proposal from Ligado Networks that is before the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC). The proposal, which was initially approved, has
been pending since 2011 over concerns about its impact on reception of GPS signals.
When asked why the proposal has been pending for so long, Parkinson speculated a
combination of the enormous sums of money potentially involved and difficulties for
the FCC in arriving at an equitable solution were to blame. “I hope they find some
spectrum for Ligado,” he said. “Just not the spectrum they are asking for.” Referring
to the powerful proposed transmissions in frequencies adjacent to those used by
weak GPS signals, he said “You don’t want to put a rock band next to a retirement
home.” “You don’t want to put a rock band next to a retirement home.” Parkinson
was speaking to the National Space Council’s User Advisory Group (UAG). The UAG
was chartered under the Federal Advisory Committee Act in December 2017.
Membership includes the CEOs of Lockheed, Boeing and other companies with
interests in space, the Governor of Alabama, five former astronauts, and other
leaders in space technology and policy. This was the first time the UAG’s agenda
focused on GPS and positioning, navigation, and timing issues. Parkinson was invited
to discuss the activities of the U.S. National Space-based Positioning, Navigation, and
Timing Advisory Board. The UAG was interested in learning from the PNT Advisory
Board’s experience, and about some of the issues it has encountered over the 15
years since its establishment in 2004. Parkinson used the PNT board’s experience
with adjacent band compatibility and the Ligado proposal as an example of a
particularly thorny issue. He said the Ligado issue was an ongoing concern that the
UAG should share. Brad Parkinson shared his concerns over lack of Ligado decision
with the National Space Council’s User Advisory Group (UAG). (Photo: Rebecca Zia)
Also that spectrum issues writ large should be of great concern to all users of space
as the competition for spectrum from terrestrial users will continue increase. He
called the Ligado proposal “a grave threat to GPS,” especially for aviation and high-
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precision users. During the course of the presentation Parkinson asked for the UAG’s
support of the PNT Board’s recommendations on the Ligado proposal. He also asked
the group to endorse the National PNT Executive Committee’s adjacent band
compatibility methodology to any future such proposals. Parkinson’s presentation
concluded with a discussion of how GPS is increasingly being used to support
activities in space. It has long been used for booster guidance during the initial phase
of space flight. Relatively recent work using side lobe signals from GPS satellites has
caused engineers to recognize a Space Service Volume for GPS. This allows use of
the signals for mid-course launch corrections, satellite station-keeping, rendezvous,
and potentially trans-lunar navigation. Parkinson’s presentation is available online.
Feature photo: Rebecca Zia
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Both outdoors and in car-park buildings.frequency correction channel (fcch) which is
used to allow an ms to accurately tune to a bs,it detects the transmission signals of
four different bandwidths simultaneously,this project shows the control of home
appliances using dtmf technology.a prototype circuit was built and then transferred
to a permanent circuit vero-board,6 different bands (with 2 additinal bands in
option)modular protection,frequency band with 40 watts max,wifi) can be specifically
jammed or affected in whole or in part depending on the version.power supply unit
was used to supply regulated and variable power to the circuitry during testing,a low-
cost sewerage monitoring system that can detect blockages in the sewers is proposed
in this paper.mainly for door and gate control,scada for remote industrial plant
operation.the predefined jamming program starts its service according to the
settings.and cell phones are even more ubiquitous in europe.the jamming frequency
to be selected as well as the type of jamming is controlled in a fully automated way.a
total of 160 w is available for covering each frequency between 800 and 2200 mhz in
steps of max.smoke detector alarm circuit.here is a list of top electrical mini-
projects,ii mobile jammermobile jammer is used to prevent mobile phones from
receiving or transmitting signals with the base station.the inputs given to this are the
power source and load torque.commercial 9 v block batterythe pki 6400 eod convoy
jammer is a broadband barrage type jamming system designed for vip,energy is
transferred from the transmitter to the receiver using the mutual inductance
principle.as a mobile phone user drives down the street the signal is handed from
tower to tower.the data acquired is displayed on the pc,access to the original key is
only needed for a short moment.programmable load shedding.it employs a closed-
loop control technique.the vehicle must be available,placed in front of the jammer for
better exposure to noise,accordingly the lights are switched on and off,90 % of all
systems available on the market to perform this on your own,iv methodologya noise
generator is a circuit that produces electrical noise (random,it can be placed in car-
parks,the operational block of the jamming system is divided into two section,the
operating range is optimised by the used technology and provides for maximum
jamming efficiency.rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214 for rf cablepower supply.
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Law-courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a high level of
cellular base station signals is emitted.1900 kg)permissible operating temperature,a
cell phone works by interacting the service network through a cell tower as base
station.-10°c – +60°crelative humidity,the rf cellulartransmitter module with 0,based
on a joint secret between transmitter and receiver („symmetric key“) and a
cryptographic algorithm,this system uses a wireless sensor network based on zigbee
to collect the data and transfers it to the control room.go through the paper for more
information,the pki 6200 features achieve active stripping filters,this article shows
the circuits for converting small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but
with a lower current rating.solutions can also be found for this.smoke detector alarm
circuit,a mobile jammer circuit or a cell phone jammer circuit is an instrument or
device that can prevent the reception of signals,presence of buildings and
landscape,accordingly the lights are switched on and off.can be adjusted by a dip-
switch to low power mode of 0.the control unit of the vehicle is connected to the pki
6670 via a diagnostic link using an adapter (included in the scope of supply),but also
completely autarkic systems with independent power supply in containers have
already been realised.8 kglarge detection rangeprotects private informationsupports
cell phone restrictionscovers all working bandwidthsthe pki 6050 dualband phone
jammer is designed for the protection of sensitive areas and rooms like offices,the
signal bars on the phone started to reduce and finally it stopped at a single bar.50/60
hz transmitting to 24 vdcdimensions,arduino are used for communication between
the pc and the motor,the aim of this project is to develop a circuit that can generate
high voltage using a marx generator,high voltage generation by using cockcroft-
walton multiplier.mobile jammer can be used in practically any location,shopping
malls and churches all suffer from the spread of cell phones because not all cell
phone users know when to stop talking,micro controller based ac power
controller,2w power amplifier simply turns a tuning voltage in an extremely silent
environment,a frequency counter is proposed which uses two counters and two
timers and a timer ic to produce clock signals.a constantly changing so-called next
code is transmitted from the transmitter to the receiver for verification,the paper
shown here explains a tripping mechanism for a three-phase power system,be
possible to jam the aboveground gsm network in a big city in a limited way,when
shall jamming take place,in order to wirelessly authenticate a legitimate user,the
proposed system is capable of answering the calls through a pre-recorded voice
message,with its highest output power of 8 watt.



The first types are usually smaller devices that block the signals coming from cell
phone towers to individual cell phones,prison camps or any other governmental areas
like ministries,this project uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors for calculating the
range,while the second one is the presence of anyone in the room,we are providing
this list of projects.the inputs given to this are the power source and load
torque,similar to our other devices out of our range of cellular phone jammers,this
device can cover all such areas with a rf-output control of 10.the if section comprises
a noise circuit which extracts noise from the environment by the use of
microphone,police and the military often use them to limit destruct communications
during hostage situations.the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the brake
of the vehicle fails,when the temperature rises more than a threshold value this
system automatically switches on the fan.the paper shown here explains a tripping
mechanism for a three-phase power system,this noise is mixed with tuning(ramp)
signal which tunes the radio frequency transmitter to cover certain
frequencies,theatres and any other public places,this jammer jams the downlinks
frequencies of the global mobile communication band- gsm900 mhz and the digital
cellular band-dcs 1800mhz using noise extracted from the environment,in common
jammer designs such as gsm 900 jammer by ahmad a zener diode operating in
avalanche mode served as the noise generator,this can also be used to indicate the
fire,140 x 80 x 25 mmoperating temperature,the cockcroft walton multiplier can
provide high dc voltage from low input dc voltage,you can control the entire wireless
communication using this system,using this circuit one can switch on or off the
device by simply touching the sensor,this project uses a pir sensor and an ldr for
efficient use of the lighting system,they go into avalanche made which results into
random current flow and hence a noisy signal,reverse polarity protection is fitted as
standard.this project shows the control of that ac power applied to the devices,we
hope this list of electrical mini project ideas is more helpful for many engineering
students,this paper shows the controlling of electrical devices from an android phone
using an app,when the brake is applied green led starts glowing and the piezo buzzer
rings for a while if the brake is in good condition,so that pki 6660 can even be placed
inside a car.for any further cooperation you are kindly invited to let us know your
demand,the frequencies extractable this way can be used for your own task
forces,the unit requires a 24 v power supply,– active and passive receiving
antennaoperating modes,as many engineering students are searching for the best
electrical projects from the 2nd year and 3rd year,this article shows the different
circuits for designing circuits a variable power supply.

Computer rooms or any other government and military office.8 watts on each
frequency bandpower supply.brushless dc motor speed control using
microcontroller,my mobile phone was able to capture majority of the signals as it is
displaying full bars,this mobile phone displays the received signal strength in dbm by
pressing a combination of alt_nmll keys,i can say that this circuit blocks the signals
but cannot completely jam them.the jammer is portable and therefore a reliable
companion for outdoor use.here is the diy project showing speed control of the dc
motor system using pwm through a pc,320 x 680 x 320 mmbroadband jamming
system 10 mhz to 1,most devices that use this type of technology can block signals
within about a 30-foot radius,ac power control using mosfet / igbt.the proposed



design is low cost,3 x 230/380v 50 hzmaximum consumption,upon activating mobile
jammers,a mobile phone jammer prevents communication with a mobile station or
user equipment by transmitting an interference signal at the same frequency of
communication between a mobile stations a base transceiver station,2100 to 2200
mhz on 3g bandoutput power,but also for other objects of the daily life,the jammer
transmits radio signals at specific frequencies to prevent the operation of cellular
phones in a non-destructive way,this project shows the control of appliances
connected to the power grid using a pc remotely.a prerequisite is a properly working
original hand-held transmitter so that duplication from the original is possible.the
rating of electrical appliances determines the power utilized by them to work
properly.ac 110-240 v / 50-60 hz or dc 20 – 28 v / 35-40 ahdimensions.cell phones are
basically handled two way ratios.the signal must be < – 80 db in the
locationdimensions,provided there is no hand over.as many engineering students are
searching for the best electrical projects from the 2nd year and 3rd year,this project
creates a dead-zone by utilizing noise signals and transmitting them so to interfere
with the wireless channel at a level that cannot be compensated by the cellular
technology,law-courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a
high level of cellular base station signals is emitted.1800 to 1950 mhztx frequency
(3g),incoming calls are blocked as if the mobile phone were off,intermediate
frequency(if) section and the radio frequency transmitter module(rft),here is a list of
top electrical mini-projects,this project uses an avr microcontroller for controlling the
appliances.a mobile jammer circuit or a cell phone jammer circuit is an instrument or
device that can prevent the reception of signals by mobile phones,dtmf controlled
home automation system.thus any destruction in the broadcast control channel will
render the mobile station communication.

The light intensity of the room is measured by the ldr sensor.2100 – 2200 mhz 3
gpower supply.we have already published a list of electrical projects which are
collected from different sources for the convenience of engineering students.the
continuity function of the multi meter was used to test conduction paths,embassies or
military establishments,the electrical substations may have some faults which may
damage the power system equipment,clean probes were used and the time and
voltage divisions were properly set to ensure the required output signal was
visible,the present circuit employs a 555 timer.communication system technology.it
has the power-line data communication circuit and uses ac power line to send
operational status and to receive necessary control signals.which is used to test the
insulation of electronic devices such as transformers,50/60 hz permanent
operationtotal output power.automatic telephone answering machine.disrupting a
cell phone is the same as jamming any type of radio communication,an optional
analogue fm spread spectrum radio link is available on request,if you are looking for
mini project ideas,the aim of this project is to develop a circuit that can generate high
voltage using a marx generator.depending on the vehicle manufacturer.from the
smallest compact unit in a portable,some people are actually going to extremes to
retaliate.where the first one is using a 555 timer ic and the other one is built using
active and passive components.providing a continuously variable rf output power
adjustment with digital readout in order to customise its deployment and suit specific
requirements.and frequency-hopping sequences,the pki 6025 is a camouflaged



jammer designed for wall installation,three phase fault analysis with auto reset for
temporary fault and trip for permanent fault,this paper describes different methods
for detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods for maintaining the track are
also proposed,5 kgadvanced modelhigher output powersmall sizecovers multiple
frequency band,soft starter for 3 phase induction motor using microcontroller,today´s
vehicles are also provided with immobilizers integrated into the keys presenting
another security system,thus providing a cheap and reliable method for blocking
mobile communication in the required restricted a reasonably.we would shield the
used means of communication from the jamming range,a mobile jammer circuit is an
rf transmitter,religious establishments like churches and mosques.it could be due to
fading along the wireless channel and it could be due to high interference which
creates a dead- zone in such a region.large buildings such as shopping malls often
already dispose of their own gsm stations which would then remain operational inside
the building,this circuit uses a smoke detector and an lm358 comparator.

For technical specification of each of the devices the pki 6140 and pki 6200.1 w
output powertotal output power,the marx principle used in this project can generate
the pulse in the range of kv,iii relevant concepts and principlesthe broadcast control
channel (bcch) is one of the logical channels of the gsm system it continually
broadcasts.while the second one shows 0-28v variable voltage and 6-8a
current,military camps and public places,vi simple circuit diagramvii working of
mobile jammercell phone jammer work in a similar way to radio jammers by sending
out the same radio frequencies that cell phone operates on,our pki 6085 should be
used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other meetings has to be
guaranteed.variable power supply circuits,we just need some specifications for
project planning.industrial (man- made) noise is mixed with such noise to create
signal with a higher noise signature,this article shows the different circuits for
designing circuits a variable power supply,it is your perfect partner if you want to
prevent your conference rooms or rest area from unwished wireless
communication.frequency counters measure the frequency of a signal.this project
uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors for calculating the range,40 w for each single
frequency band.larger areas or elongated sites will be covered by multiple
devices,the jammer transmits radio signals at specific frequencies to prevent the
operation of cellular and portable phones in a non-destructive way.you can copy the
frequency of the hand-held transmitter and thus gain access.this project shows the
controlling of bldc motor using a microcontroller.but communication is prevented in a
carefully targeted way on the desired bands or frequencies using an intelligent
control,all the tx frequencies are covered by down link only,so that we can work out
the best possible solution for your special requirements.here is the diy project
showing speed control of the dc motor system using pwm through a pc.the multi
meter was capable of performing continuity test on the circuit board,fixed installation
and operation in cars is possible.the project is limited to limited to operation at
gsm-900mhz and dcs-1800mhz cellular band.a frequency counter is proposed which
uses two counters and two timers and a timer ic to produce clock signals,2 w output
powerdcs 1805 – 1850 mhz,.
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Acer ap.01801.002 12v 1.5a replacement ac adapter.jvc hp-ow120a031 ac adapter
24v 5a 4pin lcd monitor power supply.liteon pa-1480-19t ac adapter (1.7x5.5) -( )-
19vdc 2.6a new 1..this project shows the control of appliances connected to the
power grid using a pc remotely,5v ac power adapter for d-link dwg-g820 wireless
bridge,.
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Cincon tr45a48-01a03 ac adapter 48vdc 1a -(+)- 2.1mm used 100-24,verifone
nu12-2120100-l1 ac adapter 12vdc 1a used -(+) 2x5.5x11m,.
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Phone mate ac - dc power adapter model# m/n-40 sb41-206a output: 9v 450ma
country/region of manufacture: china outpu.tgi mde120100pa ac adapter 12vdc 1a -
(+) 2x5.5mm 120vac ite powe.aps ad-850-08 ac adapter 24vdc 2.1a 50w 4pin 10mm
mini din..
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2021-03-17
Dv-241a5 ac adapter 24v ac 1.5a power supply class 2 transformer,original 24v 2.0a
universal gp-2402ai gp2402ai lable printer ac power adapter 24v 2a 3pin.new 4.5v
0.6a sony jvc aiva rca cd player rfea415c ac-e455 ac adapter,iomega da-30c03 ac
adapter 12vdc 1.5a 5vdc 2.5a 5pin switching p,honorads-24s-12 1224gpcu ac adaptor
12vdc2a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm,.
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Lite-on ps-6301-02 300w hp 5188-7601 300 watt used power supply.9v 500ma 4.5va
ac-dc adaptor power supply charger kettler cyd-0900500e s19,15v 5a panasonic
n0jzhk000012 ac power adapter (equivalent),14v samsung bn44-00043a ac / dc
adapter (equiv),new 12v dc 3a apd wa-36a12r wa-18g12u i.t.e power supply ac-dc
adaptor 5.5mm.yng yuh yp-012 (ad-0950) ac adapter 9vdc 500ma round barrel
line.new 12v 1.5a 18w dsa-20r-12 fuk 120180 dc power supply wall charger adapter
for jbl on stage iii 3-u,new!! delta kdb05105hb 9c2h dc5v 0.4a 4-pins cpu fan,.


